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of Religious Science globally by offering workshops and consulting
services aimed at strengthening individual churches.
Stepping in to the ministerial position on a temporary basis, Linda
Potter is a licensed Religious Science Practitioner and has served as the
Ecclesiastical Manifestation Corps head for the church while teaching
Science of Mind classes and filling in for Reverend John on Sundays on
a regular basis. Gregory Long, Pamela Robinson, and John Leisenring
will continue to anchor the Whole Life Band for the celebratory Sunday
services.

Volunteer Healers
Sought For Aids Project
As part of gathering the preliminary data for a medical study to show
the effectiveness of energy healing conducted by groups of energy
healers in the Front Range area, volunteer healers are sought to work on
AIDS patients in a group setting out of the Northern Colorado AIDS
Project.
To participate, volunteer healers must have professional training and
experience in any hands-on energy healing modality. Acupuncture and
sound and crystal healing modalities are not part of this study. A willingness and intent to participate in a group modality for healing purposes is necessary. The goal of this study is to create a community of
group-oriented healers geared toward working with the chronically ill
on a professional basis. Participating healers will be required to attend
three training sessions and will be asked to work approximately one
four-hour time period per month at the Northern Colorado AIDS project
in Fort Collins.
For more information or to sign up as a volunteer, please contact
Glenn Kamamura at 303-984-9606 or Mindy de Marmion at
303-709-1822.

DeMarmion Announces Website For
Feminine Mandalas
Mindy DeMarmion, artist, healer and activist in Berthoud, has
announced that her special collection of symbols and Divine
Feminine Mandalas can now be seen on her web site at
www.plutonicLLC.com/paradigmalchemy. Her Divine Feminine
posters and book of the Divine Feminine Meditations are also available
on this site.

Designer Foods Available
For Retail Outlets
The Whole Food Farmacy has announced its Nature’s PanTree program, making their line of natural foods, Ascential Oils, and personal
care products available to retail outlets such as health food stores, gyms,
holistic clinics or kiosk vendors. Retailers can purchase the products at
wholesale without any requirement to become a network marketing distributor. Visit www.healingpath.wholefoodfarmacy.com for more
details.
Other designer food companies (see the article in the July/Aug. issue
titled Evolution in Designer Foods) are also adopting this mode.
ForeverGreen recently announced a Professional Program that allows
retail sales by chiropracters, spas, health food stores and others. For
details, contact Mary Raymond at Makay@healingpath.com.
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That Empty Feeling

HEIDI PETERSEN
Surprisingly, a palpable, unspoken emptiness lingers in the home of two self-aware,
successful and creative women. The emptiness
can be characterized as a “not enough” or a
“maybe someday” quality that makes their life
experiences, including their achievements, secondary to their striving. In their attempt to
satiate the emptiness through their ongoing
activity — and as a reflection of their incredible creativity — these women have filled this
house, as well as a second mountain home,

emptiness is bigger than their experiences and
beyond their abilities. Of course, like many
fears, this one has no basis in truth. However,
it fuels the striving that prevents their confrontation of the looming sense of emptiness.
Constant striving has deprived these women
of the joy of completion. It is the recognition
of completion that allows the integration of an
experience, and hence, the ability to release it.
In other words, when these women are willing
to risk facing the void and let go of their
striving, they will be rewarded
for their courage with a vision of
the beauty of their creations in
present time. That vision will
allow them the clarity that they
are seeking to know how to
release the overflow and excess
that is no longer serving them.
It is from this place of seeing
ourselves clearly in present time
that we can make choices about
our next right step, as well as
how our house can best care
for us.

with things that are a reflection of past events.
Their overflowing creativity has produced
acquisitions that are now a hindrance to them,
representing more of a burden than a joy. At
this point, instead of celebrating their prolific
ability to create, they hold their creations
against themselves. They suspect that their
creativity is the cause of their feelings of
emptiness, and hence, they have begun to
wrap their creativity in a blanket of shame.
However, an outpouring of creative energy
is an expression of life in action; it is hardly
shameful. Instead, the emptiness is a byproduct of these women’s lack of recognition
and appreciation of all of their creative output.
They have so embraced the journey that they
have yet to integrate the many, varied destinations through which they have traveled to
arrive at their present location.
In itself, the ability to appreciate their
accomplishments, as well as their acquisitions,
will not fill their void. However, it is a first
step toward the development of the larger
ability to recognize how our experiences,
whether we deem them good or bad, contribute to the enrichment of our life. Our experiences are the many colors we splash across
our canvas; they unleash our vibrancy.
My clients have not stepped back to see a
wide-angle view of the colorful lives they
have created. While a mere glimpse of the
canvas in present time would overwhelm the
emptiness, they fear that if they cease their
striving, they will realize that their creative
gifts have been for naught — that the

Heidi Petersen, founder of Heidi’s
Healings, provides in-person and
long-distance clairvoyant readings.
She reads energy and helps people
to clear blocks in their personal
lives, their relationships, their
homes and their businesses. She
can be reached at 303-652-2491
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Heidi’s
Healings

c Clairvoyant Readings
c House Healings
c Business Healings

Clairvoyant readings available by appointment Friday
afternoons at The Yankee Doodler Bookstore in Niwot.
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House Healing
with Heidi

For more information call (303) 652-2491
heidi@healings.biz c www.healings.biz
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